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Bhubaneswar(KCN):
Indian
National
Congress(INC)has
demanded a white
paper
on
the
Demonitization,
while dubbing it as a
“Historic Blunder”
Former Union
Home Minister and
veteran Congress
leader Shivraj Patil
told Media Men here
that
the
demonetisation of
high value currencies
in country has shattered the economy of
the country and
pushed the people to
virtual penury.
Mr. Patil, who
was here to participate in a demonstration of the party to
gherao the Reserve
Bank of India office
here said the move
was also a body blow
to the independence
of the RBI and made
it a weak institution.
“The Centre has
pushed the country’s
economy to the brink
of danger in the name
of recovering black
money. But the Prime
Minister must tell the
people of the country
as to how much black

money has been recovered,” Mr.Patil
asked.
The Congress
Veteran said the end
result has been tht the
common man in the
country has been hit
below the belt with
the Centre’s move.
He dubbed the
demonetisation move
as a "Surgical Strike"
on the poor people,
farmers, labourers,
small traders and
middle class.
Mr.Patil said
there should be complete restoration of
money supply by removing the restriction of withdrawal of
Rs 24,000 per week
as people must enjoy
the right to withdraw
their own hardearned money from
banks.
Convenor of the
movement against
demonetisation
Pradeep
Bhattacharya addressing
the press conference
said the step has endangered the life and
money of the people
of the country.
“When as per
government’s admis-

sion 97 per cent of the
notes circulated has
returned to the banks,
where are the balck
money,” Rajya Sabha
MP Mr.Bhattacharya
added.
PCC President
Prasad Harichandan

who also addressed
the meet termed the
RBI as ‘Indian Reserve Bank’ and alleged it has become a
puppet in the hands of
the Union Government.
He alleged that

the NDA Government has waived
nearly Rs 14,000
crore of industrialists
after November 8 last
year when Rs 500 and
Rs 1000 notes were
demonetised in the
country.
He demanded
RBI Governor Urijit
Patel, who undermined the authority
of the Apex Bank,
should immediately
tender his resignation
from the post immediately.
“Mr.Patel has tarnished the image of
the
institution,”
Mr.Harichandan said.
Leader of Opposition Narasingha
Mishra and AICC
Secretary Subhankar
Sarkar were among
the leaders present at
the press conference.
Mr.Mishra later
told Media that the
note ban move has
crippled the country’s
economy and the
move need to be condemned. “The poor
and middle class in
the country has suffered immensely due
to the move,” pointed
out he.
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Italy earthquake: At least 30 feared
dead in avalanche-hit hotel

Italy (KCN): Italy
earthquake, Italy avalanche, Italy avalanche
news, Gran sasso avalanche, Italy quake An
aerial view of the
Rigopiano Hotel hit by
an avalanche in
Farindola, Italy, early
Thursday, Jan. 19,
2017. A hotel in the
mountainous region
hit again by quakes
has been covered by
an avalanche, with reports of dead. Italian
media say the avalanche covered the
three-story hotel in the
central region of
Abruzzo, on Wednesday evening. (Italian
Firefighters via AP)
Up to 30 people
were feared to have
died on Wednesday
after an Italian mountain hotel was engulfed by a powerful
avalanche in the earthquake-ravaged centre
of the country. Italy’s
Civil
Protection
agency confirmed the
Hotel Rigopiano had
been engulfed by a
two-metre high wall of
snow and that emergency services were
struggling to get ambulances and diggers
to the site. The agency

said there had been
around 30 guests and
staff at the small ski
hotel on the eastern
lower slopes of the
Gran Sasso mountain
when the first of four
powerful tremors
rattled the region yesterday morning.
Local media said
specialist mountain
police who had
reached the hotel on
skis or by helicopter
had begun extracting
bodies. They were
quoted as saying there
were no signs of life
inside the building,
which was moved by
some 10 metres by the
force of the snow.
This photo taken
from a video shows
rescuers shoveling
their way as they try to
get inside the Hotel
Rigopiano following
an avalanche in
Farindola, Italy, early
Thursday, Jan. 19,
2017. A hotel in the
mountainous region
hit again by quakes
has been covered by
an avalanche, with reports of dead. Italian
media say the avalanche covered the
three-story hotel in the
central region of

Abruzzo, on Wednesday evening. (Italian
Finance Police via
AP) This photo taken
from a video shows
rescuers shoveling
their way as they try to
get inside the Hotel
Rigopiano following
an avalanche in
Farindola, Italy, early
Thursday, Jan. 19,
2017 (Italian Finance
Police via AP)
“There are many
dead,” one of the commanding officers, Antonio Crocetta, was
quoted as saying. The
rescuers at the hotel
were reported to have
a snow mobile capable
of transporting up to
eight people. Ambulances were blocked
by two metres of snow
some nine kilometres
away, according to the
civil
protection
agency. Antonio Di
Marco, president of
the province of
Pescara, which includes the mountain
village of Farindola,
close to where the hotel is located, said two
people had been found
alive.
This photo taken
from a video shows
show See Page-7

AMRI Opens Bariatrics Wing
Bhubaneswar (KCN): AMRI Hospitals, Bhubaneswar,
today, announced its
collaboration with
Asian Bariatrics,
Ahmedabad for providing the world class

dia Dr Mahendra
Narwaria, and Dr.
Sanjay Patolia, along
with Mr. Rupak
Barua, CEO, AMRI
Hospitals Ltd, and
Dr. Salil Kumar
Mohanty, VP, Unit

the patients getting
treated at AMRI,
Bhubaneswar by
conforming to the
high standards of protocol and treatment
that is offered at
Asian Bariatrics,

with
AMRI
Bhubaneswar will
benefit the patients
from this part of the
country. The bariatric
unit
at
AMRI
Bhubaneswar will offer the best in stan-

He went on to
add that “ The technology of Metabolic
surgery that will be
offered at AMRI
Bhubaneswar
Bariatric Wing from
this collaboration can

Bariatrics and Metabolic surgery facility
at AMRI Hospitals
Bhubaneswar.
The announcement was done in the
presence of noted
Bariatric & GI Robotic surgeons of In-

Head, AMRI Hospitals, Bhubaneswar.
Under this collaborative initiative,
AMRI Hospitals &
Asian Bariatrics is all
set to provide a holistic Bariatrics and
Metabolic surgery to

Ahmedabad.
“Asian Bariatrics
is the Asia’s largest
Obesity Surgery Center which has the credentials of more than
6000
successful
weight-loss surgeries.
This collaboration

dard medical service
as offered by the experts of Asian Bariatrics, Ahmedabad,”
said, Dr. Mahendra
Narwaria, Renowned
Bariatric & Metabolic Surgeon of India.

help many diabetic
patients of this country who are suffering
from uncontrolled
diabetes despite taking medications including insulin and
even after following a
regimented lifestyle

of proper diet and exercise. These kinds of
surgeries will also
help to minimize
complications of
heart attack, kidney
failure, stroke, neuropathy and retinopathy for such diabetic
patients. Early treatment with surgery
would assist them to
continue a normal life
and avoid a long and
strict medication regime”.
“Overweight
population in India is
on the rise. Hectic
and stressful modern
lives, addiction to
junk food, lack of
physical activities are
some of the lifestyle
disorders behind this
excess weight gain by
Indian population. In
the last two decades,
obesity in India has
shown a rising trend
of around 50%. Most
of these obese adults
are increasingly suffering from related
diseases like cardio –
vascular complications, thyroid, diabetes, sleep apnea etc.
Bariatric surgery service like this would
prove helpful for
such patients. This is
a very easy and painless procedure for
which patients re-

quire a very short stay
of maximum 2 nights
at hospital. Patients
as heavy as 300 kilos
and small kids of
even 3 year olds can
undergo
this
laparoscopic surgery
requiring a very small
incision and can resume their normal life
within 2 days of their
hospital discharge,”
said Dr. Sanjay
Patolia, Director and
Senior Bariatric & GI
Surgeon of Asian
Bariatrics.
“This collaboration between AMRI
Bhubaneswar and
Asian Bariatrics is
going to open a new
horizon of Bariatrics
treatment not only for
the people of Odisha
but will cater to the
entire Eastern part of
the country. Patients
from these regions
would no more be required to travel to far
off places to avail
weight reduction
treatment of global
standards from institutions like Asian
Bariatrics. AMRI
Hospitals
Bhubaneswar has brought
the same facility
closer to home with
this collaboration. ,”
said, Mr. Rupak
Barua, CEO, AMRI

Hospitals Ltd.
Speaking on the
occasion Dr. Salil
Kumar Mohanty, VP,
Unit Head, AMRI
Hospitals, Bhubaneswar said “This
facility will be available for the first time
in Odisha and it will
benefit those patients
who had to travel out
of the State for such
treatments. The collaboration would also
prove highly cost effective as patients
would no more require traveling out of
station and bearing
the expenses of their
stay.
The new
Bariatric facility at
AMRI Bhubaneswar
will offer state of the
art equipment and
one of the best expertise of Bariatric treatments available in
India.This initiative
by AMRI Group of
Hospital will add new
dimension to the patient care of Odisha.
Moreover, through
this collaboration,
medical students of
Odisha will also be
benefitted through
their exposure to the
best interventions in
Bariatric & Metabolic surgery. ”
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Tanuja enters small screen with Aarambh
Veteran Bollywood
actor Tanuja was last
seen in Konkona Sen
Sharma’s film, A
death in the Gunj
(2016). This perky
actress will now be
making a television
debut.
The show that
Tanuja has chosen to
grace is a historical
show which goes
back to the Aryans
and Dravidians.
The show is written by KV Vijayendra
Prasad, who’s known
for his work in films
like Baahubali: The
Beginning (2015)
and
Bajrangi
Bhaijaan (2015). The
show is being directed by Goldie
Behl.
The show will be
produced by Rose
movies. The details
of Tanuja’s character
in the show are not
yet shared.

Amy Jackson for the Villain?
With
the
Shivarajkumar and

Sudeep-starrer The
Villain getting close
to its shooting schedule of January 21, the
makers have managed to build some
curiosity surrounding
the film’s heroine.
Initially, Tamannaah
Bhatia was the choice
of director Prem but

since then several big
names of Bollywood

have been doing the
rounds. According to
our sources, now
Amy Jackson has
been signed up to
play the female lead.
The actress is currently shooting for
2.0 which features
Rajinikanth
and

Akshay Kumar. “The
Villain team is waiting for Amy to complete her commitment
after which they plan
to make an official
announcement,” our
sources say.
It is not the first time
that Prem has successfully brought
popular heroines
from Bollywood to
Sandalwood; Mallika
Sherawat and Sunny
Leone being the leading ladies who have
scorched
the
Kannada screen.
With Prem confirming his association
with a few technicians who are currently working in

Shankar’s 2.0, the
possibilities of roping
in Amy cannot be
ruled out.
The British model,
who started her career
in Tamil
with
Madrasipattnam, established herself in
Tamil, followed by
the Telugu industry.
The actress got her
first Bollywood break
in Ekk Deewana Tha
after which she featured in Singh is
Bling. Her last outing
was Freaky Ali.
With CR Manohar
producing the mega
budget film, it is believed to be made in
Tamil and Telugu too.

BT Exclusive! Nadira
Zaheer Babbar
Bombay (KCN):
Nadira
Zaheer

thing she hasn't done
till date in her life. In

Babbar will soon be
seen enacting both
her mother and herself in a play to be
featured at the Prithvi
Theatre Festival. The
soon-to-be 70 actress
wishes to do every-

an exclusive chat with
Bombay Times, she
opens up on finally
being able to write a
play on her mother and
work with Makarand
Desh-pande at the
same time.

Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher welcome second child
LOS ANGELES(KCN): Actors Mila

the birth of their second child together, a

Thursday.
The couple has

day, the website E!
News reported.

Kunis and Ashton
Kutcher announced

spokeswoman for
Kunis confirmed on

yet to name the baby
boy born on Wednes-

The actors and
producers have a

two-year-old daughter, Wyatt. They became engaged in February 2014 after a
two-year relationship
and married in July
2015.
Kutcher, 38, and
Kunis, 33, met as costars on the set of
"That '70s show," a
television series aired
in the United States
between 1998 and
2006 in which their
characters were also
in a relationship.
Kutcher, who
also starred in the
television series
"Two and a Half
Men," among his
other roles, shot to
international fame
when he began dating
actress Demi Moore,
to whom he was married from 2005 to
2013.
Kunis previously
had a long-term relationship with actor
Macaulay Culkin.

Sai Pallavi
signs her next
in Telugu
Premam sensation
Sai Pallavi, who entered Telugu filmdom
with
Sekhar
Kammula’s upcoming romantic-drama
Fida, will team up
with Sundeep Kishan
in her next outing. A
coming-of-age urban
love story, this yetuntitled project will
be directed by superstar Mahesh Babu’s
sister Manjula, who is
popular for starring in
films such as Show,
Summer
in
Bethlehem
and
Rajasthan.
This
project will mark her
directorial debut.
“It’ll be a realistic
love story set against
urban backdrop.
Sundeep will be required to undergo
complete makeover
and he’s believed to
have already started
working towards
achieving the desired
look,” a source informs City Express.
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ORSAC Bags In'tl Award Market makes tepid recovery, banks take the lead
New Delhi (KCN):
Odisha Space Applications
Centre
(ORSAC) has been
selected for “Special
Achievement in GIS
(SAG)” award by Environmental Systems
Research Institute
(ESRI). ESRI is an
international developer of geographic
information system
(GIS) software, web
GIS and geodatabase
management applications.
The
organisation is headquartered
in
Redlands, California.
Sandeep Tripathy, Chief Executive, ORSAC team
received the award
today on 19 January
at Leela Ambience
Convention Hotel,
Delhi from ESRI
president
Jack
Dangermond.
"Each year, the
SAG Awards highlight extraordinary
achievements and efforts to improve our
world," says Esri
president
Jack
Dangermond. "At
Esri, we are always
deeply impressed
with the work of our
users. This recognition is well deserved
for how they've applied geospatial technology to address the
needs of their industries and communities. They are defin-

ing GIS best practices". Organizations
from around the
world honored at the
Esri user conference
including agriculture,
cartography, climate
change, defense and

intelligence, economic development,
education, government, health and human services, telecommunications, and
utilities. SAG awards
recognize users who
have
applied
geospatial technology innovatively to
address the needs of
their industries and
communities, defining GIS best practices. This is the result
of exemplary work
done by ORSAC in
GOiPLUS (Government of Odisha’s In-

dustrial Portal for
Land Use and Services) project which
is a web enabled platform to display real
time information
with regards to land
bank, utilities and in-

frastructure around
land banks besides
information about
existing industries.
GOiPLUS project is
developed
by
ORSAC for Industries department.
The project team
comprises
Dr.
S.Tripathi,
CE,
ORSAC, Dr.Debajit
Mishra, Project Coordinator, Dr.S.Das,
Dr.S.D.Sahoo and Sri
M.K.Sanabada, Scientists of ORSAC.
The GOiPLUS
is a web-enabled platform developed by

ORSAC for the Industries Deptt. to display real time information with regards
to land bank, utilities
and infrastructure
around land bank besides information
about existing indus-

tries. GIS, space applications, ICT and
DGPS technologies
are used to develop
GIS database and
web portal. Odisha
Space Applications
Centre is one of the
pioneering state of
the country in introducing web-GIS
based Portals for development of Decision Support Systems
as per the requirement of State administration. ORSAC is
being engaged in
space technology applications in the state
for last three decades.

MUMBAI(KCN):
The stocks today
showed resilience in

as announced in the
earlier budget and the
additional require-

Nifty settled 12.45
points up, or 0.15 per
cent, at 8,412.80. In-

the face of lurking inflation fears as the
Sensex edged up to
end at 27,288, helped
by financial stocks,
amid buzz that the finance ministry is
likely to finalise the
capital infusion plan
for public sector
banks.
However, global
markets turned nervous after reports surfaced about a hard
exit of Britain from
the European union.
The funds infusion will be more
than Rs 25,000 crore

ment will reflect in
the final batch of
supplementary demand for grants to be
presented in the upcoming budget session, sources said.
Companies held
up well on the earnings front so far,
which came as a positive.
The 30-share
Sensex ended at
27,288.17, up 50.11
points, or 0.18 per
cent. The gauge had
shed 9 points on Friday.
The broader NSE

tra-day, it moved between 8,426.70 and
8,374.40.
Meanwhile, WPI
inflation rose to 3.39
per cent in December
2016, fuelled by rising prices of petrol
and diesel, which
tempered mood.
"The positive
bias for the market is
largely due to better
than expected third
quarter results so far.
Going ahead, market
will watch the outcome from GST
council meet. Any
positive signs will

From Page -1
piles of snow and
rubble inside the hotel
Rigopiano
in
Farindola, Italy, early
Thursday, Jan. 19,
2017. A hotel in the
mountainous region
hit again by quakes
has been covered by
an avalanche, with reports of dead. Italian
media say the avalanche covered the
three-story hotel in the
central region of
Abruzzo, on Wednesday evening. (Italian
Finance Police via
AP) This photo taken
from a video shows
show piles of snow
and rubble inside the
hotel Rigopiano in
Farindola, Italy, early
Thursday, Jan. 19,
2017. (Italian Finance
Police via AP) “We
don’t know yet how
many people are unaccounted for or dead,”
he wrote on his
Facebook
page.
“What is certain is that
the building took a direct hit from the avalanche, to the point
that it was moved by
10 metres.” Farindola
mayor Ilario Lacchetta
said on his Facebook
page that “the dimensions of the avalanche
were huge. “It took the
whole hotel with it.”
he said. It was not
clear if the two confirmed survivors had
been at the hotel or
had been out skiing
when the avalanche
occurred.
This photo taken
from a video shows
the snow inside the

Hotel Rigopiano following an avalanche
in Farindola, Italy,
early Thursday, Jan.
19, 2017. A hotel in
the mountainous region hit again by
quakes has been covered by an avalanche,
with reports of dead.
Italian media say the

quakes at Montereale,
a small village south
of Amatrice, the town
devasted in an August
earthquake in which
nearly 300 people
died. Avalanche warnings were issued
across the region
which is dominated by
Gran Sasso, a majes-

avalanche covered the
three-story hotel in the
central region of
Abruzzo, on Wednesday evening. (Italian
Finance Police via
AP) This photo taken
from a video shows
the snow inside the
Hotel Rigopiano following an avalanche
in Farindola, Italy,
early Thursday, Jan.
19, 2017. (Italian Finance Police via AP)
One of them was
helicoptered to a hospital in Pescara suffering from hypothermia
but was not in a lifethreatening condition.
The region was hit by
four seismic shocks
measuring above five
magnitude in the
space of four hours on
Wednesday, when at
least one person was
confirmed to have
died. The hotel is located around 90
kilometres from the
epicentre of the

tic 2,912 metres peak.
The area has numerous small ski resorts
popular with day-trippers Mewanwhile,
Premier
Paolo
Gentiloni has urged
the authorities to
maximise their efforts
in order to reach
people isolated by the
earthquakes and unusually heavy snow.
He told the media the
priority is to reach all
isolated townsthat
have been buried under snowfall for days
and then jolted by four
powerful quakes on
Wednesday. He also
appealed to politicians
and authorities to multiply their efforts. “I
ask everyone if possible to multiply their
efforts. I ask politicians to show sobriety
respecting the difficulty of the situation
and the commitment
of civil and military
crews who are responding.”

provide further push
to the current trajectory," said Vinod
Nair, Head of Research, Geojit BNP
Paribas Financial
Services.
There were expectations that Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley may address
the transient pain of
demonetisation by
lowering corporate
tax rates in the upcoming Budget for
2017-18,
which
backed the recovery.
SBI surged 1.93
per cent. HDFC
Bank, too, rallied
1.21 per cent, in line
with the overall
upmove, while Axis
Bank rose 1.07 per
cent. ICICI Bank
gained 0.62 per cent.
Asia
closed
lower and European
indices weakened in
early session.
Overseas, Asian
stocks ended lower,
reversing initial
gains. Key indices in
China, Japan and
Hong Kong dropped
by up to 1 per cent.
Europe was also
trading lower in early
deals and key indices
like France, Germany
and the UK fell by up
to 0.75 per cent.
Foreign investors
extended their selling
and sold shares worth
a net Rs 117.59 crore
last Friday, as per
provisional data released by stock exchanges.
The recovery in
Sensex was supported by gains in
Tata Steel, Tata Motors, Adani Ports,
Hero MotoCorp,
HDFC, Lupin, Power
Grid, Asian Paints,
L&T, Bajaj Auto and
Cipla, rising by up to
2.69 per cent.
Infosys, ONGC,
RIL, Sun Pharma,
GAIL, Bharti Airtel,
M&M, NTPC, Coal
India, ITC, Maruti
Suzuki and Wipro
ended lower and
capped the gains.
In the Sensex-30
kitty, 17 ended higher
while 13 lost.
Sector-wise, the
BSE realty index
climbed the most, rising 1.61 per cent, followed by consumer
durables 0.99 per
cent, bankex 0.98 per
cent, metal 0.97 per
cent and auto 0.56 per
cent.
In broader markets, the BSE smallcap rose 0.57 per cent
while mid-cap ended
0.27 per cent higher.
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Live Cricket Score, India vs England, 2nd ODI: India 381/6,
England 297/5 as Eoin Morgan, Moeen Ali keep battling in Cuttack
Cuttack(KCN): After
winning the toss and
electing to bowl, England had India on the
ropes in the second ODI
in Cuttack. England
bowler Chris Woakes
claimed three early
wickets including that of
Virat Kohli inside the
first five overs to send
the Indian top order back
in the hut. This is a big
game for both teams as
a win for India will give
them an unassailable 20 series lead while a win
for England will tie it 11 and give them a chance
to fight in third ODI.
Despite the early setbacks, helped by Yuvraj
Singh and MS Dhoni’s
centuries, India would
score 381/6 in the 50
overs.
In reply, England
lose Alex Hales early before getting some balance from Jason Roy
and Joe Root both of
whom would score fifties and put together 100
runs before being undone by the spin effort.
The visitors would lose
the wickets of Roy, Root
and Stokes quickly to
make their job tougher.
Live Cricket Score India vs England 2nd
ODI
2052 hrs IST:
Kedar Jadhav once
again. Clever bowling
by him. Mixing it up.
First ball is a low
fulltoss and it goes
straight back to the
bowler. Dot ball. Second
delivery is short and it is
duly dispatched for a
four. Things not going
well for Jadeja in the
field. Three fours in this
over and Moeen Ali is
making the most of this
part time spin option in
use. Ali reaches his fifty
in 40 balls.
2044 hrs IST:
Bhuvneshwar Kumar is
introduced into the attack. His figures thus
far:
5-0-23-1.
DROPPED! Ravindra
Jadeja lets it fall from
his grasp. A slower one
from Bhuvi and Moeen
Ali goes for the big hit
but doesn’t middle it.
Goes comfortably towards Jadeja who misjudges it and it bounces
back off his chest. Normally a safe fielder, not
this time though. Played
inside out by Moeen Ali
and it falls safely. Kohli
getting the crowd involved by asking them
to make some noise and
they reply in kind by listening to their skipper.
Another couple for England as Jadhav fields
well on the boundary.
Eight runs from the over.
England are 282/5 after
42 overs
2043 hrs IST:
Good over from Kedar
Jadhav. He goes for just
five runs in that over –
all singles. England
need some big hits to get
close to India’s score –
singles won’t cut it unfortunately.
2038 hrs IST:
Right then. Ashwin

bowls his final over and
the 40th over. India need
a wicket to break this
pairing but four balls in,
Ashwin goes for two
singles but not wicket in
sight. Make that five
balls and two singles.
Morgan aware it is best
to play Ashwin out and
he does so. England are
269/5 after 40 overs.
Need 113 runs from 10
overs – 11.3 runs an over
2034 hrs IST:
Hardik Pandya starts
poorly into his sixth
over. A length ball followed by a short one
with plenty of room for
Morgan to make merry.
First one goes sailing
into the stands and second one for a four.
2028 hrs IST:
Ashwin has one over remaining but he is replaced by Jasprit
Bumrah. Second ball of
the over and short ball
by the seamer is pulled
for a boundary over
midwicket. England are
over the 250-run mark.
Two balls later, Morgan
picks up a single and
brings up his fifty
2024 hrs IST: Poor
line by Jadhav. Keeps
going away from the leg
stump to the left hander
Moeen Ali who spanks
it into the gap for a four.
Pulled behind square by
the England batsman
2021 hrs IST:
Drinks! England need
145 runs in 14 overs.
Daunting task
2016 hrs IST:
Kedar Jadhav is chipping in with the ball.
Moeen Ali proving to be
effective for England.
He slams from off stump
to the left of long-on.
Runs away to the fence
2012 hrs IST: Pressure building on this England chase it seems
with wickets falling at
regular intervals. They
need over 150 in 16
overs and the required
rate is climbing as well
– 9.5 now.
2003 hrs IST: Jos
Buttler st Dhoni b
Ashwin 10 (9)
Buttler dances
down the track but
Ashwin veers the delivery outside the leg stump
and is comfortably in
Dhoni’s grasp who has
the simple task of removing the bails. England are 206/5
2000 hrs IST: The
double spin job comes to
an end as Hardik Pandya
comes into the attack.
Eoin Morgan continues
to belt the ball out of the
park. This time it sails
into the crowd – distance of 91 meters.
Pitched full and it is in
the hitting zone for the
England skipper and he
makes the most of the
opportunity
1959 hrs IST:
Jadeja’s spell comes to
an end without any
break in between. He
finishes with figures of
10-0-45-1.
1949 hrs IST: Ben
Stokes b Ashwin 1 (3)
Inside edged on to
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the stumps by Stokes
and he’s upset with his
shot. Arm ball from
Ashwin and it stays a tad
low. Stokes goes on the
back foot, instead of
coming forward, and
pays for that. Two wickets in eight balls for India and England’s job
gets much, much
tougher. Jos Buttler is
the new man in
1945 hrs IST: Ben
Stokes is the new man in
for England. He joins
Eoin Morgan in the
middle. England need
210 runs from the remaining 23 overs
1942 hrs IST: Jason Roy b Jadeja 82
Bowled! Superb
delivery by Ravindra
Jadeja and he’s got the
big wicket for India. Removes the set England
batsman from the
middle. Pitches on
middle stump and spins
away a touch to hurt the
off stump as Roy tries to
steer it down but fails in
doing so. England are
170/3
1940 hrs IST:
CLOSE! With fielders
inside the ring, Roy goes
the aerial route and it is
not very well controlled.
Just about beats Jadeja
at the edge of the circle
and it goes for a four.
1934 hrs IST: SIX!
Beautifully played by
Roy! Clears the front leg
and then the long off
boundary with such
ease. Sweetly struck off
the middle of the bat and
it goes beyond the ropes.
Taken by someone and
casually flung back. Not
the easiest shot to play
that against Ashwin but
he’s made it look so effortless.
1930 hrs IST: Allround spin combination
in operation now. Not
many dot balls for India
but the boundaries have
relented for now. England, meanwhile, have
moved on to 150/2 in the
24th over
1926 hrs IST: Eoin
Morgan is the new man
in. Jadeja switching
from over the wicket and
around the wicket to the
left hand and right hand
combination in the
middle. The left-arm
spinner lands it short
and Roy thumps it down
the ground to beat the
fielder at long-on
1920 hrs IST: Joe
Root c Kohli b Ashwin
54 (55)
Root goes for a
sweep but gets the top
edge and it is in safe
hands of Virat Kohli
who holds on with ease
after running in and taking it at midwicket.
Didn’t spin as much as
Ashwin normally does
and that looks to have
led to the edge. India finally have the breakthrough to dismantle the
100-run stand. Ashwin
does the damage!
1918 hrs IST:
Here’s Ashwin now.
Bowling around the
wicket. Jason Roy steers
the ball into the gap and
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picks up a single for his
fifty. Next ball, Joe Root
with a reverse sweep
that beats the fielder and
is comfortably into the
gap for a boundary. Now

stands. 85 metres it travelled and that’s the first
six of the England innings. Dispatched comfortably over deep
midwicket

That was a well placed
delivery but an equally
well placed shot by the
England batsman to find
the space
1829 hrs IST: Eco-

the opening pair take a
double. Next ball, Hales
spanks a glorious drive
through covers for a
boundary.
1807 hrs IST:

India. This will be tough
ask for England
1727 hrs IST: Four
runs from the first three
balls then Jadeja hits a
boundary! India move

Root gets to his fifty.
Forces Ashwin to switch
to bowling over the
wicket
1917 hrs IST:
Ravindra Jadeja continues to be his own economic self. Just two runs
from the over and England are 121/1 from 19
overs.
1912 hrs IST:
Drinks! At the break,
England are in cruise
control with Joe Root
and Jason Roy. They’re
119/1 after 18 overs and
need 263 runs from 32
overs
1910 hrs IST:
DROPPED! Sort of.
Finger tip chance at
midwicket for Bumrah
to take it but he can only
push it over for a boundary. Pulled and connected well by Roy. The
jump isn’t timed well by
Bumrah and the chance
goes begging
1908 hrs IST: Excellent touch and placement by Root to bring up
another boundary. Effortless shot that. But
still, another case of ball
being kept outside the
off stump and being
made the most of.
1902 hrs IST:
England’s 100 come up
with yet another boundary. Kept outside the off
stump and allows Roy to
free his arms and he
does so. Finds the vacant
region and brings up
England’s 100 in the
16th over
1900 hrs IST:
Pandya continues and it
is his third over. England
are 94/1 after 15 overs.
Banged in short and
Root is clever to deflect
and play it over Dhoni
for a boundary. Fielder
comes running in from
third man but can’t do
anything to prevent a
four.
1853 hrs IST:
SIX!! Jason Roy
launches into it and
sends it soaring into the

1852 hrs IST: Roy
gets the bottom edge on
a sweep and it runs
quickly to fine leg for a
boundary. England are
81/1 after 13 overs.
Need 301 runs to win in
37 overs
1851 hrs IST: A
gorgeous sight in
Cuttack as thousands
have their phone’s lights
on at the same time and
it is captured by the cameras. Makes for a lovely
sight
1850 hrs IST:
Pandya bangs in short in
his over and soon
enough is latched on and
spanked by Jason Roy
for a boundary. A confident stroke placed well
in front of square. Good
over nevertheless
1845 hrs IST: And
here is spin of Ravindra
Jadeja. He goes for just
four runs in his first over
– four singles. Pandya
from the other end
1838 hrs IST: Roy
drops his hands at the
last moment and steers
the ball towards the vacant third man region
and picks up a boundary.
England are 66/1 after
10 overs. Equation: 316
runs required from 40
overs
1836 hrs IST:
Uppish shot by Root and
it is no problem. Played
with intent and from the
middle of the bat, no
fielder in that mid-off
region to cause any reason for concern. Runs
away to the ropes. Another boundary, on the
last ball, to close the
over. Short and straight
from Bhuvi and allows
Root to roll his wrists
and place it wide of
short fine leg
1831 hrs IST: 50
up for England with a
well slashed boundary
by Root. Pierces the gap
on the off side between
three fielders – primarily
the two fielders in the
backward point area.

nomical over by Bhuvi
now. Just two singles
from it. England are 46/
1 after 7 overs. Need big
hits early on to alleviate
any pressure that could
arise later.
1825 hrs IST:
Good over for the visitors. Root and Roy both
smacking a boundary
each to Bumrah and
making the most of the
field restrictions early
on.
1821 hrs IST:
Chance at a run out as
the England pairing look
to steal a single but the
throw is not anywhere
near close enough to the
stumps but it wouldn’t
have mattered it seems
with Roy safely in
1818 hrs IST: Joe
Root is the new man in
for England and he’s off
the mark with a glorious
cut shot that goes running to the ropes.
Sweetly timed, making
the most of the pace of
the delivery.
1814 hrs IST:
WICKET! Alex Hales c
MS Dhoni b Bumrah 14
(12)
Hales plays an outside off stump delivery
with bit of hard hands.
It moves away just a tad
and takes the outside
edge which falls comfortably in Dhoni’s
gloves. Early wicket and
India celebrate!
1812 hrs IST:
CLOSE! So very close!
Roy gets a thick inside
edge but it goes off for a
boundary as it beats MS
Dhoni behind the
stumps. Very nearly
dragged that back on.
Meanwhile a massive
cheer as Yuvraj removes
his shirt to wear a new
one.
1809 hrs IST: Once
again the ball heads towards the third man
boundary but Bumrah
stops a boundary after
misfield on first instance. But not before

Bhuvi keeps it outside
the off stump and continues to move away.
Hales goes chasing and
slashes at it, the ball
goes running to the third
man region for a boundary.
1802 hrs IST:
Jasprit Bumrah is on
from the other end and
he goes for a boundary
on the first ball. Outside
the off stump and it is
gently caressed towards
the ropes. England open
their account. A no ball
from Bumrah is followed up with a stray
delivery outside the leg
stump which goes off
the pads and runs away
for a boundary while
flooring Hales.
1758 hrs IST: England get their chase underway. Jason Roy and
Alex Hales open for England and for India is the
returning Bhuvneshar
Kumar. Roy to face first.
And a maiden to start
things for India.
Yuvraj Singh, MS
Dhoni Power India To
381/6 Against England
Chris Woakes was
exceptional with the ball
picking up four wickets
in the 10 over. His figures read 10-3-60-4. All
other England bowlers
were taken to all parts of
the ground. This will be
one of the historic
chases of England pull it
off
A sensational 256run stand between
Yuvraj Singh and MS
Dhoni gave India their
ninth highest ODI score.
Nothing can beat the
two batsmen who put up
a splendid show in
Cuttack. England could
have thought that it will
be Pune all over again
for them
1729 hrs IST: India
post record 381 for the
loss of six wickets
against England. 14 runs
from the final over. 120
in the final 10 overs for

on to 375 for the loss of
six wickets. Two balls
remaining in the innings
1724 hrs IST: Last
over of the innings coming up. India are 367 for
the loss of six wickets.
Chris Woakes will bowl
the final over. He has
taken four wickets in
this innings. Jadeja on
strike
1721 hrs IST: A
powerful strike from
Pandya has hit Jake Ball
on his hands while he
was trying to save his
face. He is receiving
some treament from the
physio. Seven balls remaining in the innings
1717 hrs IST:
WICKET! MS Dhoni c
Ben Stokes b Liam
Plukett 134. Full toss on
the leg-stump and Dhoni
flicks it but could not get
the elevation. Straight to
the fine-leg fielder.
Gone after a splendid innings
1716 hrs IST: MS
Dhoni receives some
treatment on his wrist
and then goes over covers to hit another six.
That is just punishing
the bowlers. Liam
Plunkett has no idea
where to bowl
1713 hrs IST: Two
ridiculous sixes from
MS Dhoni! He moves on
to 128 off just 120 balls.
India bring up their 350
in the 48th over.Crazy
stuff from the Indian
batsmen
1710 hrs IST: End
of the 47th over and India are 337 for the loss
of five wickets. 18 balls
remaining in the innings.
It will be MS Dhoni on
strike with Liam
Plunkett bowling for
England
1708 hrs IST: Four and
a six and a argument!
Hardik Pandya starts
with a four through covers, then a flat six over
square-leg, where Ben
Stokes got a hand Continuing to next day.....

